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Abstract: Frost is a natural disaster that can cause catastrophic damages in agriculture, while tradi-
tional temperature monitoring in orchards has disadvantages such as being imprecise and laborious,
which can lead to inadequate or wasteful frost protection treatments. In this article, we presented
a heating requirement assessment methodology for frost protection in an apple orchard utilizing
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based thermal and RGB cameras. A thermal image stitching algo-
rithm using the BRISK feature was developed for creating georeferenced orchard temperature maps,
which attained a sub-centimeter map resolution and a stitching speed of 100 thermal images within
30 s. YOLOv4 classifiers for six apple flower bud growth stages in various network sizes were trained
based on 5040 RGB images, and the best model achieved a 71.57% mAP for a test dataset consisted
of 360 images. A flower bud mapping algorithm was developed to map classifier detection results
into dense growth stage maps utilizing RGB image geoinformation. Heating requirement maps were
created using artificial flower bud critical temperatures to simulate orchard heating demands during
frost events. The results demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed orchard heating requirement
determination methodology, which has the potential to be a critical component of an autonomous,
precise frost management system in future studies.
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1. Introduction

Extreme weather conditions have always been a major reason for agricultural pro-
duction loss [1]. With the consideration of global climate changes, it is expected that crop
production will be more vulnerable because of the anticipated increase in the extent and
frequency of hazardous weathers [2]. As one of the agroclimatic risks that is detrimen-
tal to crops, frost represents the main cause for weather related damages in agriculture.
Visible frost (“white” frost) forms when water vapor in the atmosphere touches surfaces
with temperatures below dew point and freezing point, while invisible frost (“black” frost
or freeze) can also happen to plants when air temperature is subfreezing and humidity
is low [3–5]. Due to sudden cold air invasions or the radiative cooling of Earth’s surface,
early spring and late fall are the major time periods for frost events [6], and crops can be
injured through freeze-induced dehydration and mechanical disruption of cell membranes
caused by ice crystals [7,8]. In the United States, frost has caused more economic losses
than any other weather-related phenomenon and often devastates local economies [5].
The degree of frost damage is dependent on many factors including rate of temperature
drop, cloud and wind conditions, frosting duration, and crop growth stage [9]. Generally
speaking, certain crop developmental stages are more vulnerable to coldness, such as
flowering or grain filling. For fruit trees, fruit quality can be greatly influenced by just
light frost, while in extreme cases harvesting can even be threatened by severe frost events.
During apple blossoming periods, for example, temperatures that are a few degrees below
freezing point are adequate to harm or kill flower buds [10], and injured blossoms typically
do not develop into fruits.
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Frost damage in orchards can be avoided or minimized by active or passive protection
methods. Examples of passive methods include site and plant selection, cold air drainage,
soil and plant covers, etc. [5]. They are typically less costly than active methods, yet often
insufficient to protect crops under severe frost conditions. Active methods can be imple-
mented right before or during a frost event to prevent the formation of ice within plant
cells. Sprinklers, wind machines, and heaters are common equipment for active frost pro-
tection [11]. As one of the oldest methods, directly adding heat to air with enough heaters
under proper weather conditions has the potential to replace substantial energy losses dur-
ing frost events. Traditionally, orchard thermometers inside instrument shelters are used
for orchard temperature monitoring during heating, and, if possible, orchardists adjust
the heating level accordingly to keep an air temperature above the critical temperature of
the current crop growth stage. However, such a technique of determining orchard heating
needs has a few noteworthy shortcomings. First, the number of thermometers being used
in an orchard is a limiting factor for how precise the orchard temperature can be managed
spatially. Second, humans are required for checking thermometers to ensure ample heating
as well as to prevent overheating, which can be laborious and untimely. Third, plant tissue
temperature may differ from air temperature, and readings of orchard thermometers do
not necessarily reflect true orchard heating demands. Last, spatial plant growth stage
variation in an orchard is typically ignored. It is wasteful to maintain the same temperature
throughout an orchard, as critical temperatures vary with plant developmental stages [12].
Following the trend of precision agriculture [13], a modernized methodology of heating
requirement determination for frost management in orchards that can assess localized,
actual heating needs while considering spatial plant growth stage variability and keeping
human involvement to the minimum would be desirable.

The fast development of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and relevant remote sensing
technologies in recent years brings new opportunities for their applications in agricultural
management tasks [14]. It is believed that UAVs will be an essential part of precision
agriculture in the future [15]. Potentially, missions such as plant growth stage classification
and plant temperature monitoring could be efficiently accomplished by UAV-based sensors
such as cameras. Aerial thermal cameras, which measure heat through infrared radiation,
have been applied in research for a wide range of crops such as citrus [16], grape [17,18],
almond [19], maize [20], soybean [21], and sugar beet [22]. Canopy temperature informa-
tion is typically used for crop water status assessment as it is a function of available soil
water and plant transpiration rate [23]; moreover, it has been reported to be correlated
with other crop traits such as lodging [24], biomass [25], and yield [26]. Due to hardware
limitations, e.g., field of view (FOV), monitoring large orchard temperatures with an air-
borne thermal camera may require a high flight altitude, resulting in an increase in image
spatial resolution and compromised image details [27,28]. Such an issue can be solved by
transforming multiple overlapping images into one mosaic with well-established image
stitching techniques [29], although thermal image stitching is a less popular topic than red,
green, and blue (RGB) image stitching. RGB cameras, on the other hand, play a crucial role
in remote sensing since images in the visible spectrum represent agricultural environments
well, which makes them ideal instruments for helping identify crop reproductive organs at
different growth stages. Object detection is a common computer vision problem that deals
with the localization and classification of target objects in images, while newly emerged
convolutional neural network (CNN)-based algorithms such as R-CNN series (R-CNN [30],
Fast R-CNN [31], Faster R-CNN [32], Mask R-CNN [33], Libra R-CNN [34], etc.) and
YOLO series (YOLO [35], YOLOv2 [36], YOLOv3 [37], YOLOv4 [38], etc.) have achieved
successes even in the agriculture domain. For instance, Grimm et al. [39] detected shoots,
flower buds, pedicels, and berries of grape with a semantic segmentation framework;
Chen et al. [40] adopted Faster R-CNN for identifying flowers and immature and mature
fruits of strawberry; Koirala et al. [41] compared five CNN-based algorithms on classifying
three mango panicle stages; Milicevic et al. [42] distinguished open and non-open flowers
of olive based on a custom CNN; Ärje et al. [43] classified buds, flowers, wilted flowers,
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and seed pods of Dryas integrifolia using three CNN models; and Davis et al. [44] counted
buds, flowers, and fruits of six wildflower species with Mask R-CNN. Despite the fact that
several studies have utilized the deep learning approach for classifying plant developmen-
tal stages, it is still an underexplored topic as the difficulty of object detection tasks can
vary greatly for different plants and environments depending on factors such as scene
disorderliness, object positioning, and object occlusion [45], which remain unknown for
many species such as apple.

In this article, we aimed to demonstrate the concept of UAV-based apple orchard
heating requirement determination for frost protection in a high resolution, low time cost
fashion. Specifically, the three objectives of the study were (1) developing an algorithm
that generates georeferenced orchard temperature maps based on thermal image stitching,
(2) building a CNN-based classifier for apple flower bud growth stages and implementing
the classifier to create orchard flower bud growth stage maps, and (3) simulating orchard
heating requirement maps in terms of how many degrees tree temperatures must go up for
flower buds to not have damages during frost events based on the aforementioned maps.

2. Study Site, Equipment, and Data Collection

Field experiments were conducted in Russell E. Larson Agricultural Research Center,
Pennsylvania Furnace, Pennsylvania, USA. The apple orchard was roughly 25 m long and
15 m wide (40.707918◦ N, 77.954370◦ W in WGS 84 datum). It was originally planted in
2008 and consisted of four rows and two cultivars including Jonagold and Daybreak Fuji,
with 16 trees in each row and two rows for each cultivar. Tree spacing inside each row was
approximately 1.7 m and row spacing was approximately 4 m. The trees were mechanically
pruned into hedgerow and the average tree height was around 2.7 m.

We had the following consideration in mind when deciding hardware suitable for
the study and practical usage. First, the UAV needed to have a high payload to carry
heavy instruments such as cameras while maintaining a reasonable hovering time. Second,
aside from the thermal camera must have radiometric functionality, a high thermal image
resolution could help create detailed orchard temperature maps. Last, the RGB camera
should have an exceptional zooming capability to capture high definition images of apple
flower buds, as the UAV must fly above a certain altitude to not cause turbulence near
trees and prevent buds from being blurry in images. Our final selection for the equipment
included Matrice 600 Pro, Zenmuse Z30, and Zenmuse XT2 from DJI (China) (Figure 1),
and their key specifications are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Key specifications of hardware components employed in the study.

Hardware Model Specification

UAV DJI Matrice 600 Pro (with TB47S batteries) 6 kg payload, 16 to 32 min hovering time, ±0.5 m vertical
and ±1.5 m horizontal hovering accuracy

Thermal camera DJI Zenmuse XT2 (with a 19 mm lens) −25 to 135 ◦C scene range, 7.5 to 13.5 µm spectral range,
32◦ × 26◦ FOV, 640 × 512 resolution

RGB camera DJI Zenmuse Z30 30× optical zoom, 63.7◦ × 38.52◦ wide-end FOV,
2.3◦ × 1.29◦ tele-end FOV, 1920 × 1080 resolution

Two types of data were collected in the growing season of 2020, including sets of
thermal images covering the whole orchard for generating temperature maps and apple
flower bud RGB images at various growth stages for the training and application of a
CNN-based object detector. For thermal missions, flight altitude was set at 20 m above
ground level (AGL) to mitigate parallax error [46], and the UAV flew at 1 m/s while the
thermal camera captured images every 2 s with a 90◦ pitch. Approximately 100 thermal
images were captured in 4 min during each fully autonomous flight and saved in tiff format,
and the images had a 75% front overlap and a 70% side overlap. The thermal datasets
used for demonstration in this article were collected on June 2, 2020. The RGB images
were captured with the RGB camera’s full optical zooming capability, a fixed focus to tree
canopy top, and a 90◦ camera pitch. Except for the first data collection date when a 10 m
AGL flight altitude was adopted, the UAV flew at 15 m AGL with a manual speed no
higher than 0.1 m/s to ensure image sharpness. A semi-autonomous RGB mission required
40 to 90 min to complete, when 600 to 1100 images in jpg format were captured, and the
UAV’s flying altitudes were maintained automatically by DJI’s A3 Pro flight control system.
RGB data collected on the 19th, 23rd, 28th of April, 2020, the 2nd, 7th, 13th, 16th, 21st of
May, 2020, and the 24th of September, 2020 were used for model training. RGB and thermal
flight missions shared a similar flight path as shown in Figure 2.
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3. Methods
3.1. Thermal Camera Radiometric Calibration

An aerial thermal camera needs to be calibrated before data analysis as its accu-
racy could be affected by factors such as target object properties and flight altitude [47].
Atmosphere-induced radiometric distortion can be considered negligible under low flight
altitude changes [48]; therefore, object surface emissivity was the major variable that
needed to be calibrated for in the study. As typical green leaves, such as apple leaves,
have a thermal emissivity of 0.95 [49], and pure water has a similar emissivity of 0.97
to 0.99 in the spectral range of 8 to 13 µm with observing zenith angle in between 0◦ to
30◦ [50], a plastic container filled with tap water at various temperatures was used as
the calibration target. The water temperatures were measured by a digital thermometer
(9329H03, Thomas Scientific, USA) with an accuracy of ±0.2 ◦C. Thermometer readings
of water were recorded once they stabilized; meanwhile, thermal pictures were taken by
the UAV at a 20 m altitude with a 90◦ camera pitch mimicking a thermal flight mission
(Figure 3). In total, 40 pairs of thermometer readings and thermal images were collected.
Non-water pixels in each thermal image were first cropped out, and the mean of water
pixel values was then computed and used for calibration. On average, each cropped image
had approximately 200 water pixels. The relationship between pixel intensity and water
temperature was estimated using robust least-squares regression with bisquare weights.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 23 
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3.2. Thermal Image Stitching

The generation of an orchard temperature map requires individual thermal images
to be first stitched into a mosaic. However, typically thermal images are more difficult to
register than RGB images due to their lower resolutions and fewer image details [51]. In this
study, we adopted a feature-based approach to address this issue. Instead of choosing
commonly used algorithms such as SIFT [52] or SURF [53], we implemented BRISK [54]
as the method for image feature detection and description. BRISK identifies image key-
points through the FAST detector [55] on octaves in an image pyramid and a non-maxima
suppression by comparing a point of interest to its neighboring points on the same octave
as well as corresponding points on the neighboring octaves. BRISK describes a circular
sampling area of a keypoint in a binary manner with scale and rotation normalized. It has
been reported that BRISK had a better computational efficiency and a comparable accuracy
than SIFT for image registration [56].

The image stitching algorithm was developed in Python with OpenCV [57] and
scikit-image [58]. Its general workflow is described as follows. For any pair of images
taken consecutively, the BRISK keypoints and descriptors of the two images are com-
puted. Pairwise Hamming distances [59] between descriptors are calculated exhaustively,
and each query descriptor is considered to have a match when the distance ratio between
the closest and the second closest neighbor is smaller than 0.8 as suggested by Lowe [60].
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The transformation between two image planes is assumed to be 2D Euclidean considering
the images were taken with fixed UAV flight altitude and camera pitch. All pairwise homo-
graphies are estimated through RANSAC [61] within 100 iterations, where each random
data subset contains four pairs of matches, and the maximum distance for a keypoint to be
classified as an inlier is set as two pixels. Anchor homographies are calculated by pairwise
homography multiplication. Image stitching is achieved by warping non-anchor images
based on their anchor homographies and overlaying them to the anchor image (Figure 4).
The intensities of all overlapping pixels are averaged in the stitched mosaic.
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3.3. Thermal Mosaic Georeferencing

Three plastic saucers filled with room temperature water were used as ground control
points (GCPs) for georeferencing thermal mosaics, which appeared as circles with relatively
uniform pixel intensities in the thermal images hence were easy to detect. The saucer
diameters varied from 0.46 to 0.63 m, and the size difference allowed them to be later
identified uniquely during image processing. The saucers were placed around the orchard
edge, and their GPS coordinates were measured by a pair of global navigation satellite sys-
tem (GNSS) modules (Reach Module, Emlid, China) with single-band antennas (TW4721,
Tallysman, Canada). As the outputs of GNSS modules always carry a certain level of noises,
to achieve better location estimations, for each saucer 900 to 1000 latitude and longitude
readings of the saucer center were recorded at a 5 Hz GPS update rate, and the median
values were taken as the saucer center coordinates to avoid potential outliers. Our tests
showed that the saucer GPS measurements attained an accuracy of ±0.13 m. 2–1 Hough
transform [62] was implemented in Python as the method for saucer detection. During geo-
referencing, pre-measured GPS coordinates were assigned to the center pixels of detected
saucers (Figure 5), and least-squares fitting-based first-order polynomial transformation
was utilized for converting rows and columns of raster thermal mosaics to coordinate maps.
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3.4. Flower Bud Growth Stage Classification

Apple flower buds are usually considered to have nine growth stages including silver
tip, green tip, half-inch green, tight cluster, first pink, full pink, first bloom, full bloom,
and petal fall [63]. As the transition of buds from one growth stage to another is a gradual
process, we observed that it could be very difficult to distinguish certain growth stages
from one another in the RGB images. As the neighboring stages have either identical or
close critical temperatures [63], we created a six-class system for the apple flower bud
classification that merged certain growth stages (Table 2). As the critical temperatures
of Jonagold and Daybreak Fuji remain unknown in current literature, we adopted Red
Delicious’ critical temperatures for both apple varieties as a reference [63]. Note that,
aside from growth stage, plant variety also has an influence on plant cold tolerance,
and one should consider vegetation heterogeneity for the most precise orchard temperature
management. As a clarification, in this article a flower “bud” refers to the complete
structure of what a flowering tip develops into, such as a flower cluster with several
flowers and numerous leaves; a “flower” refers to an unbloomed pink flower in pink stage,
a bloomed white flower in bloom stage, or a petal-less flower in petal fall stage.

Table 2. Critical temperatures (10% kill) in Celsius of the six apple flower bud growth stages adopted in this study, which are
defined as the temperatures that buds will endure for 30 minutes or less without injury [12].

Growth Stage Tip Half-Inch Green Tight Cluster Pink Bloom Petal Fall

BBCH-identification code [64] 01–09 10–11 15–19 51–59 60–67 69
Critical temperature −8.89 −5.00 −2.78 −2.22 −2.22 −1.67

Typically, CNN-based models rely on supervised learning, meaning “ground truths”
need to be prepared by experts such as labels of target objects in an image. However,
there were several factors that posed challenges to the image annotation process for this
study. First, as mentioned above, the development of buds happens in a gradual manner,
and buds oftentimes do not possess enough distinct characteristics to be classified in a
certain growth stage, which adds difficulties to the decision-making during bud labeling.
Second, because of the training systems adopted for the orchard, apple trees can have a
dense 3D distribution of buds and flowers that grow closely to each other, which creates
confusing scenes for humans to identify a complete flower bud in 2D images. Third,
vegetative buds can be mistaken as flower buds [65], especially the ones before tight cluster
stage. Fourth, an apple flower bud grows from a tiny tip into a flower cluster containing
multiple flowers and leaves, which involves a significant size change. Identifying flowers
and leaves that belong to the same bud could be demanding and impractical. Last, as the
RGB images were taken by an aerial camera observing a small area, any slight movements
of the trees or the UAV could lead to reduced image quality. To address these issues,
we determined several criteria as the guidance for bud labeling in various scenarios:

• For stages at or before tight cluster, include the whole bud in a bounding box.
For stages at or after pink, exclude leaves from a bounding box (Figure 6).

• For stages at or before tight cluster, each bounding box should contain only one bud
(Figure 6a–c). For pink or petal fall stage, if the flowers that belong to the same bud are
recognizable and relatively close to each other, label all flowers in the same bounding
box (Figure 6d,g); otherwise, label each flower with a bounding box (Figure 6e,h).
For bloom stage, each bounding box should contain only one flower (Figure 6f).

• When knowing a bud or flower exists but the complete shape of it cannot be identified,
due to image blurriness or dense flower bud distribution, do not label.

• When having doubts whether a bud is a leaf or flower bud, do not label.
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YOLOv4 [38], a state-of-the-art CNN-based object detector, was deployed for the
apple flower bud growth stage classification task. It is capable of operating in real-time
on a conventional GPU and has been demonstrated to have a high performance on the
Microsoft COCO dataset [66]. The model architecture consists of a CSPDarkNet53 [67]
backbone with Mish activation [68], a neck of SPP [69] and PANet [70] with Leaky acti-
vation, and a YOLOv3 head. To improve class balance, instead of using all the collected
images, 450 positive samples containing at least one bud or flower were arbitrarily selected
from each of the eight datasets collected in April and May, 2020 for labeling. The image
annotations were prepared in Darknet format using an open source tool YoloLabel [71]
by a two-stage process, where the images were first labeled by the first author and four
trained research assistants, and then double-checked and relabeled only by the first author
for unlabeled buds, mistaken labels, and labeling style inconsistency. Annotated images
of each date were split into 70%, 20%, and 10% segments for model training, validation,
and test, respectively. An equal amount of negative samples containing no bud or flower,
which were captured mostly in September, 2020, were also added to the training dataset to
improve model robustness. In total, the training, validation, and test datasets consisted
5040, 720, and 360 images, respectively.

The classifier trainings were executed on a computer with an Intel® Core™ i9–9900
(USA) CPU, an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2060 (USA) GPU, and a 16 GB RAM. Three network
sizes were experimented with: 320, 480, and 640. Except for learning rate, which was
manually tuned between 0.002 and 0.00001 during training to prevent overfitting, all other
hyperparameters were adopted as default. Average precisions (APs) of a class were
calculated based on 11-point interpolated precision–recall curves [72], while the trainings
were stopped when the mean average precisions (mAPs) of the validation dataset no longer
improved. Model weights with the highest validation mAPs were selected for further
evaluation on the test dataset.

3.5. Flower Bud Location Calculation

Every RGB image collected in the study was geotagged by DJI’s A3 Pro flight control
system. For mapping purposes, the GPS coordinates of each image were utilized for
georeferencing the flower buds in the image detected by the classifier. As the camera was
fixed at a front position relative to the UAV’s GNSS units along the drone heading direction,
the GPS coordinates of an image represented a point at a rear position relative to the image
center. Considering the small offset between the GNSS units and the RGB camera as well as
the narrow tele-end FOV of the camera, to simplify flower bud location calculation, the GPS
coordinates of an image were assumed to represent the location of the image bottom center
point (Figure 7). Based on the relative position of a bud in an image, the latitude and
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longitude of the bud were calculated in Python using the following formulas [73] ignoring
Earth’s ellipsoidal effects,

ϕ2 = asin(sin(ϕ1)·cos(δ) + cos(ϕ1)·sin(δ)·cos(θ)), (1)

λ2 = λ1 + atan2(sin(θ)·sin(δ)·cos(ϕ1), cos(δ) - sin(ϕ1)·sin(ϕ2)), (2)

where ϕ1 is the latitude of an image bottom center, λ1 is the longitude of an image bottom
center, ϕ2 is the latitude of a bounding box center, λ2 is the longitude of a bounding box
center, θ is the bearing from image bottom center to bounding box center, and δ is the
angular distance between image bottom center and bounding box center. θ is determined
by subtracting the “zenith” angle α from the drone heading. If θ is larger than 180◦,
an additional 360◦ needs to be subtracted to keep θ in the −180◦ to 180◦ range. On average,
the drone heading was either 151.33◦ or −28.67◦ during RGB flight missions depending
on the tree row. α ranges from −90◦ to 90◦. δ is calculated as d/R, where d is the distance
between image bottom center and bounding box center, and R is Earth’s average radius
being 6,371,000 m. Given UAV flight altitude, average tree height, image resolution, and
camera FOV, the area of each RGB pixel was computed to be approximately 6.60 × 10−8 m2,
and d is further derived from the pixel numbers in between image bottom center and
bounding box center (Figure 7).
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3.6. Regional Heating Requirement Determination

Given detected bud coordinates and a georeferenced thermal mosaic, apple flower
buds at various growth stages can be mapped as pixels with unique colors onto the
coordinate map, representing different critical temperatures. Orchard heating requirement
maps could be calculated by simply subtracting temperature maps from critical temperature
maps, where pixels indicate the heating needs at detected bud locations. Yet, such maps
will not be viewing-friendly and practical for usage, as heating needs of individual buds are
not directly helpful for orchardists to determine heating treatments of a region. To solve this
issue, we simplified our heating requirement maps by dilating heating requirement pixels
and “prioritizing” pixels with higher intensities representing higher heating demands
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(Figure 8), which allowed humans to conveniently see the highest possible heating needs
of a region. For this study, each detected bud was initially mapped as one pixel before
dilation. As we did not have a chance to collect a thermal dataset when tree temperatures
were below critical temperatures, we simulated heating requirement maps by employing a
temperature map and a flower bud growth stage map from two dates, and artificial critical
temperatures to demonstrate the concept.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Thermal Camera Calibration Results

Our regression analysis of thermal pixel intensity and ground truth temperature
resulted a strict linear relationship with an R2 of 0.99 and an RMSE of 1 ◦C (Figure 9),
which is similar to what many relevant studies obtained for airborne thermal imagers,
such as R2 of 0.98 and RMSE of 1.53 ◦C for ICI 8640 P-Series (USA) [74], R2 of 0.98 and
RMSE of 1.9 ◦C for ICI 9640 P-Series [75], R2 of 0.93 and RMSE of 0.53 ◦C for senseFly
thermoMAP (Switzerland) [76], and R2 of 0.96 [48] and 0.937 [47] for FLIR Vue Pro R
640 (USA).
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Figure 9. Calibrated relationship between thermal pixel intensity and temperature based on least-
squares regression.

Generally, thermal cameras can be divided into two categories: cooled and un-
cooled [77]. Modern drone thermal cameras such as the ones mentioned above are typically
equipped with uncooled detectors such as microbolometers [78]. Uncooled cameras have
advantages such as light weights, small sizes, and low prices, which make them an ideal
choice for many UAV applications [79]. However, they have higher thermal time con-
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stants and are known to suffer from thermal noises induced by changes in camera body
temperature [80]. Although being expensive, cooled thermometers usually have greater
magnification capabilities, better sensitivities, and are able to capture sharp images under
short integration time. As a thermal camera can be interfered with by its surroundings,
thermal calibration results should be utilized as mission-specific when significant environ-
mental changes are involved, such as air temperature, humidity, and flight altitude [81].
Nevertheless, the capacity and accuracy of an uncooled thermal camera are sufficient
for our application of orchard temperature monitoring, while cooled thermal cameras
seemingly have the potential to be a superior option when future technology matures.

4.2. Thermal Mosaic and Orchard Temperature Map

Running on the same computer for the classifier training, our stitching algorithm was
able to generate a mosaic from a dataset of 100 thermal images within 30 s on average.
The stitching results were satisfactory as all apple trees could be clearly distinguished
from background, although certain levels of blurriness and misalignment existed due to
parallax effect and lens distortion. For demonstration purposes, only a minimum amount
of GCPs was employed in this study, while higher overall accuracy of coordinate maps
can be achieved with more GCPs, allowing complex image distortion to be corrected
with higher order transformations. Generally, sunlight helps robust stitching by creating
shadows and improving image contrast, as the temperature difference between plants and
soil increases under sun exposure, and more distinctive image features can be detected
and matched. Conversely, rapidly changing weather conditions can bring challenges to the
stitching process when temperatures of the same objects differ significantly in two images.
Although sunny weather is a favorable condition, the absence of direct sunlight did not
cause difficulty to image stitching in this study, and thermal images taken at night-time
and cloudy daytime were expected to share similar appearances. On average, 976 BRISK
keypoints were detected in each image from the cloudy dataset (Figure 10c) and 341 were
matched in an image pair. In contrast, the two numbers were 1162 and 428 for images from
the sunny dataset (Figure 10a).
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Customization of thermal image stitching is much less studied compared to RGB
image stitching. Teza [82] developed a MATLAB toolbox that was capable of registering
thermal images for wall damage recognition using Harris corner detector. Wang et al. [51]
reported a framework for stitching video frames from aerial thermal cameras based on
SIFT. Sartinas et al. [83] proposed a robust video stitching method for a UAV forest fire
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monitoring utilizing ECC algorithm [84]. Besides using SIFT [85], Semenishchev et al. [86]
also employed contour centers as keypoints for stitching quantized thermal images. In the
agriculture domain, many researchers chose commercial software such as Pix4D (Switzer-
land) [48,74] or Agisoft Metashape (Russia) [75,79] for UAV thermal image mosaicking,
which is convenient for inexperienced programmers and generally can produce robust
results. Our customized algorithm has the advantage of being flexible in modifying its com-
ponents. For example, the BRISK feature can be easily changed into newer state-of-the-art
image feature detectors and descriptors. It is possible to improve the final stitching results
by applying techniques such as lens distortion correction [87], bunding adjustment [29],
and blending [51]. We excluded these steps to keep the algorithm as simple and fast as
possible, and not to make unnecessary pixel value manipulations hence preserving original
temperature measurements.

Utilizing the calibrated pixel value-temperature relationship, viewing-friendly maps
containing orchard temperature information could be generated from thermal mosaics
at a negligible time cost as shown in Figure 11. Each pixel in the maps covers an area of
3.23 × 10−4 m2 approximately. Note the maps reflect orchard temperature changes in a
4-minute window. Under a partially sunny condition, certain regions of a map can appear
substantially darker or brighter than the rest (Figure 10b).
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Flight time and stitching time are two important factors that govern how timely or-
chard temperature can be managed using our methodology. Currently our image collection
and algorithm execution together could cause a minimum 5-minute delay from real time
temperature monitoring. As we already prioritized the computation simplicity when
designing the stitching algorithm, optimizing UAV flight missions has more potential in
improving map generation speed, which essentially is a trade-off between orchard temper-
ature monitoring resolution and timeliness. At a higher altitude, faster UAV flying speeds
can be adopted as a larger area will be covered in each image, and motion blur would be
less problematic. The maximum speed of our UAV is up to 15 m/s, with which a thermal
flight mission could be completed within 30 s. As trees growing next to each other tended
to have similar temperatures (Figure 11), much lower temperature map resolutions, for
instance, even if each thermal pixel covers a whole tree, could still be potentially sufficient
for determining orchard regional heating needs, in which case only a few images need to
be taken at a high altitude to minimize flight time in the future.
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4.3. Flower Bud Growth Stage Classifier Performance

For each of the three experimented network sizes, APs and mAPs of the best model at
50% intersection over union (IoU) on the validation and test datasets are listed in Table 3.
Out of the three network sizes, 320 had the lowest mAP, while 480 and 640 had comparable
mAPs, indicating image input resolution higher than 480 might not bring additional
useful information to the network training. AP seemed to have a direct correlation with
object size. Out of the six stages, tip and half-inch green consistently had the lowest
APs, when apple flower buds were the most underdeveloped and had the smallest sizes;
pink had considerably lower APs than tight cluster and bloom, while generally it also
had smaller bounding boxes as leaves were excluded in pink but included in tight cluster,
and flowers were closed in pink but open in bloom; from bloom to petal fall, APs decreased
significantly as the absence of petals led to smaller bounding boxes of petal falls than
bloom. Due to a smaller sample size, the test dataset showed substantially larger APs of tip
and half-inch green than the validation dataset, indicating larger sampling biases.

Table 3. Performance of three apple flower bud growth stage classifiers with different network sizes at 50% intersection
over union (IoU) on the validation and test datasets.

Statistics
Network Size

320 × 320 480 × 480 640 × 640
Validation Test Validation Test Validation Test

AP

Tip 31.74% 51.65% 48.34% 65.72% 50.08% 61.72%
Half-inch

green 39.48% 50.46% 48.25% 57.08% 45.95% 56.68%

Tight cluster 85.07% 86.98% 85.50% 87.65% 82.83% 85.48%
Pink 71.41% 69.29% 72.83% 71.79% 71.50% 70.18%

Bloom 81.54% 81.33% 84.58% 84.52% 84.12% 83.49%
Petal fall 57.34% 56.75% 63.46% 62.68% 63.69% 62.88%

mAP 61.09% 66.08% 67.16% 71.57% 66.36% 70.07%

To our knowledge, deep learning-based apple flower bud growth stage classification
has never been studied in existing literature; however, attempts for CNN-based apple
flower detection have been made previously. Tian et al. [88] proposed a modified Mask
Scoring R-CNN model for classifying three types of apple flowers based on their morpho-
logical shape, including bud, semi-open, and fully open. Trained on a dataset of 600 images,
out of which 400 were manually collected and 200 were generated through image augmen-
tation, their model achieved a 59.4% mAP on a test dataset of 100 images. Wu et al. [89]
identified flowers, or rather stamens, of three apple varieties with a simplified YOLOv4
network. With manually collected 1561 images for training and 669 images for testing, they
obtained a 97.31% AP for flower detection.

Despite the similarities in nature, we consider our study possess a higher complexity
than the two studies reviewed above because of two important factors: data temporal
coverage and flower distribution density. The two studies collected data only at a nar-
row time window, which corresponded to the bloom stage in this study. On the contrary,
our datasets captured the full range of apple flower bud developmental changes. During
image labeling we had to constantly make judgment calls on which stage a flower bud
belonged to, when facing scenarios such as a half-inch green slightly opened up its leaves,
a tight cluster started to show light pink color, a pink transitioned from being pinkish to
whitish, a bloom wilted or dropped a few petals, etc. The inevitable inconsistency of bud
labels, as far as we are concerned, is one of the crucial reasons for the imperfect results
of our classifiers. Furthermore, we observed that the sample images provided in the two
studies had much lower floral density compared to our images. Using the 450 annotated
images collected on May 7, 2020 when buds were mostly blooms as an example, the mini-
mum, medium, and maximum number of bounding box per image were 5, 58, and 112,
respectively. The dense bud distribution contributed much difficulty to labeling every
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single flower bud in an image and recognizing all the deformed, occluded flower buds at
various depth correctly during image annotation (Figure 12), which could be another key
reason that prevented our classifiers from achieving excellent performances. While build-
ing new classifiers with larger image input sizes than 640, or training current classifiers
with new images might improve APs for tip, half-inch green, pink, and petal fall, we believe
reexamining current image labels for annotation accuracy, consistency, and completeness
has a greater potential in helping increase model sophistication, although the process can
be very labor-intensive. Considering the average apple flower bud distribution density,
suboptimal classifier detection results, such as missing several buds, should have little to
no influence on orchard heating requirement determination.
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4.4. Orchard Flower Bud Growth Stage Map

Using our Python program that applies a YOLOv4 classifier on RGB images and saves
detection results to files, the size 480 classifier had an average image “inference time” of
0.16 s, while mapping detected buds to a thermal coordinate map had a negligible time
cost. Figure 13 shows examples of apple flower bud growth stage maps generated with
the size 480 classifier, where dots with different colors represent flower buds at various
growth stages.
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UAV GPS accuracy is a major factor for the success of apple flower bud mapping.
When a bud appears in multiple images taken without optimal GPS signals, it is likely to
be mapped multiple times as a bud cluster on the map. This is generally not an issue for
determining orchard regional heating requirement as little to no temperature variation
exists for tree thermal pixels with short distances in between. With navigation techniques
such as real-time kinematic (RTK) [90], it is possible to achieve centimeter-level accuracy
for UAV positioning.

Unexpectedly, the flower bud growth stage maps seemed to have the potential to be an
informative tool for agronomists to visualize both spatial variation (on the same map) and
temporal changes (among different maps) of apple tree developments in high resolution
(Figure 14). Potentially, growth stage timing and duration of different apple varieties could
be studied when RGB datasets collected at shorter time intervals are available. In this
study, most RGB images only sampled buds growing in the upper and center parts of tree
canopies. The camera was not able to include lateral buds in a frame due to its limited FOV,
while bottom buds were largely blocked by tree branches, leaves, and upper buds.
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4.5. Orchard Heating Requirement Map

Using a temperature map from 2 June 2020 (Figure 11) and the flower bud growth
stage map on 28 April 2020 (Figure 13), orchard heating requirement maps (Figure 15) were
simulated assuming the critical temperatures of apple flower buds were 22, 19, and 18 ◦C
higher than the actual values (Table 2). As can be observed in the maps, pixels with brighter
colors represent orchard regions with higher heating demands, and sections of tree rows
will disappear when it does not have any heating needs. The realization of map appearance
in Figure 15 involved several image processing techniques including dilation, Gaussian
blurring, and masking. Orchard heating requirement resolution can be increased by dilating
pixels with smaller kernels, although practically lower resolution maps would be more
suitable for determining regional heating treatments. Upon further dilations, the tree rows
can be merged into an area, and heating requirement levels can be quantized to display
discrete heating demand levels of the entire orchard.
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5. Implications and Future Work

This article provides a framework for the concept of assisting orchard frost man-
agement with modern technologies and computer vision algorithms, for the purpose of
minimizing labor and heating costs and maximizing management efficiency. However,
any component of this framework can be modified as needed, although the outcome might
be less optimal. For example, the UAV can be replaced with an unmanned ground vehi-
cle, the YOLOv4 detector can be switched to other older but more widely implemented
algorithms such as Faster R-CNN, and the image stitching can be completed using readily
available commercial software.

From the application standpoint, our methodology requires flower bud growth stage
maps to be obtained prior to temperature maps. As capturing high-quality RGB images
requires good lighting conditions, without artificial lighting, RGB flight missions should
only be conducted after sunrise and before sunset. Thermal flight missions, on the other
hand, are not restricted by the time of day as objects emit infrared radiations at all times.
In the daytime before a forecasted frost event, orchardists can either fly manually to
sample buds at preplanned locations that are representative of the whole orchard, or set
up autonomous flight missions to capture bud images as we demonstrated in this article,
and then generate a flower bud growth stage map from the collected data using a pre-
trained classifier. Note RGB image collection and flower bud growth stage map generation
are not time-sensitive, unlike temperature map generation. Based on the assumption
that there will be no significant flower bud growth stage changes overnight or within
a day, during a frost event, orchardists can initiate a thermal flight mission whenever
orchard temperatures need to be gauged. Depending on UAV flight altitudes and speeds,
temperature maps can be created either in low resolution but quickly, or in high resolution
but with a longer delay, and heating requirement maps can be generated as soon as the
temperature maps are available. While a temperature map already allows orchardists
to decide the level of needed heating treatments, a heating requirement map puts plant
growth stage variation in an orchard in consideration to minimize unnecessary regional
heating. Note that, depending on orchardists’ unique situations during frost events such
as frost protection methods, orchard layout and topography, and weather conditions,
plant temperatures can change at different rates, and orchard heating requirement maps
might need to be generated at higher or lower frequencies for either timely orchard heating
demand assessment or observable plant temperature changes.

Aside from orchard heaters, our proposed methodology can also be beneficial to
other traditional frost protection methods such as irrigation. Although overhead or under-
tree irrigation has disadvantages such as high installation cost, large water consumption,
and causing broken branches due to ice overloading, it generally can protect trees from
frost effectively through the heat of solidification of water. Unlike orchard thermometers
that measure air temperatures, thermal cameras can directly assess how irrigation changes
plant temperatures. With the information on a heating requirement map, variable rate
irrigation (VRI) systems can potentially apply larger amounts of water to orchard regions
with higher heating demands. On the other hand, large-scale frost management methods
such as wind machine might not be the best match to our methodology. Wind machines
increase orchard temperature simply by bringing warm air down from an inversion layer to
ground level to break thermal stratification, and they typically have low operational costs.
Yet, wind machines do not work under cold, windy conditions, and they cannot make the
most use of a heating requirement map with localized orchard heating demands as a single
commercial wind machine often covers an area up to 40,000 to 60,000 m2. The methodology
of orchard heating requirement determination proposed in this article does not come
without limitations. Weather condition is a major factor that influences UAV performance
in the air. Using DJI Matrice 600 Pro as an example, it cannot be operated in rain or snow as
it is not a waterproof drone, and it has a lower operating temperature limit of −10 ◦C and
a maximum wind resistance of 8 m/s. In addition to affecting drone stability, strong wind
can also significantly reduce image quality by causing tree movements. For large orchards,
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multiple sets of batteries might be needed for prolonged flight missions. As thermal
cameras have limited dynamic ranges, with the presence of heating sources such as orchard
heaters, thermal cameras can be blinded and fail to prevent overheating in the heating
region. Before trees develop leaves, it can be challenging to map detected flower buds such
as tips exactly onto tree branch pixels of a temperature map, as doing so requires navigation
systems with very high precision. Luckily, during such growth stages flower buds also
tend to have high cold resistance [12] and frost damage is not a prominent issue. The total
cost of equipment used in this study, including a UAV, a thermal camera, an RGB camera,
an iPad, two extra sets of UAV batteries, and a computer, was up to $25,000. Despite being
a big initial investment, this amount could be substantially cheaper when compared to
human labor costs for temperature monitoring of large orchards in the long-term.

To fully automate orchard frost management, future studies should focus on the
development of heating platforms that are capable of site-specific heating such as self-
navigating heating mobiles, as well as the communication and systemic integration of
temperature monitoring devices and heating units. For example, a cyberphysical system
consisting of UAV-based orchard heating requirement assessment, unmanned ground vehi-
cle (UGV)-based heating, and station-based vehicle communication, UAV data processing,
and heating treatment determination has the potential to replace current manual frost
protection methods. A UAV can maintain a predefined search pattern to monitor orchard
temperatures, while a UGV will be dispatched to apply heating treatments as soon as
orchard temperatures fall below the critical levels. A orchard heating requirement map
generated by a base station using our proposed methodology contains both temperature
and location information, which can be further utilized by the base station to decide the
order of heating locations and the duration of heating treatments for the UGV. With the
advancements of modern object detection algorithms such as YOLOv4, real-time heating
demand determination is possible by flying thermal and RGB cameras simultaneously,
applying flower bud detector on RGB data, and registering thermal and RGB video frames,
although much hardware integration and software development need to be involved to
achieve robust results.

6. Conclusions

In this article, the concept of utilizing a UAV-based thermal camera for temperature
monitoring and an RGB camera for plant growth stage spatial variability characterization
in apple orchard was demonstrated. The thermal image stitching algorithm produced
georeferenced temperature maps with high resolutions sufficient for individual flower bud
mapping, whose generation time can be improved by sacrificing thermal mosaic resolu-
tions for more timely orchard temperature assessments. The fully functioning YOLOv4
apple flower bud growth stage classifier achieved satisfactory performance considering the
difficulty of the RGB datasets. Training the classifier with new images or larger image input
sizes might improve APs of certain growth stages, while refining existing image labels is
more likely to fundamentally enhance the model sophistication. Orchard heating demand
variations were observed in the simulated heating requirement maps, which proved uni-
form heating treatments for frost protection in orchards might be wasteful. We conclude
our proposed methodology of orchard heating requirements determination is feasible,
and this study can serve as a stepping stone for future research on fully autonomous,
site-specific orchard frost management systems.
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